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Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

7.1 Conclusions 

The work described in this thesis was aimed at investigating the behaviour of glutamic 

acid molecules in aqueous systems and at crystal/solvent interfaces. In Chapter 1, an 

overview of previous experimental research performed on glutamic acid was presented. 

Macroscopic mechanisms that describe the crystallisation of glutamic acid and the 

transformation between polymorphs were described, as well as the experimental 

parameters that affect these phenomena. This was followed by a description of the 

crystal morphology and the effect of impurities on the growth of surfaces. The difficulty 

of crystallising exclusively the α polymorph lies in the condition of having the α 

crystals completely dry, otherwise the transformation into β crystals will occur. The 

molecular mechanism of this polymorphic transformation is unknown, so the 

importance of studying this mechanism at a molecular level using computational 

techniques was highlighted. Subsequently an overview of computational studies was 

presented, with examples of research performed using molecular simulations. It 

provided an overview of the different systems that can be investigated using mainly 

molecular dynamics and the information that can be obtained from these simulations.   

In Chapter 2, the theory underlying molecular interactions was detailed in order to 

explain the forces that govern a molecular system. The particulars of the systems 

studied in this thesis were presented, followed by a detailed description of the required 

information necessary to perform a successful simulation. A description of the 

techniques and theory used to analyse the results of the simulations was also presented, 

which include the RDF, the torsion angle distribution, the cluster distribution and the 

density profile. These techniques proved to be very efficient and demonstrated that 

together they provide a detailed picture of the molecular behaviour and environment. 

In Chapter 3, the conformations of glutamic acid molecules in water were studied at 

infinite dilution and also for a more concentrated solution. It was found that generally 

the single molecule displays a conformation that is β-like for the first and second torsion 

angle, and that the third torsion angle is bimodal at 170°. This preferred conformation 
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changed little for the isoelectric forms of glutamic acid, but the presence of a hydronium 

ion close to the glutamic acid molecule induces the presence of conformations that are 

α-like. The position of the hydroxyl group for the fully protonated species was 

determined to be in an anti- position compared to the amine group. The glutamic acid 

molecules in a supersaturated solution adopt a similar conformation, which indicates 

that the force field used energetically favours the conformation observed. 

The analysis of the water molecules around a single glutamic acid molecule was 

described in Chapter 4 and showed strong interactions between the nitrogen and oxygen 

atoms (N3, O1, O2 and OH) with the water atoms, which indicates the presence of 

hydrogen bonding between the functional groups of glutamic acid and the water 

molecules. The study of the solute-solvent interactions for the isoelectric forms of 

glutamic acid showed that the deprotonation of both the carboxylic and amine groups 

leads to a rigidity of the side chain. It was also found that the conformation of the α 

crystal in aqueous solution favours the formation of hydrogen bonds with the water. 

Moreover, the hydrogen bonding pattern of the solvation shell around a single flexible 

glutamic acid molecule in water is similar to that around a glutamic acid molecule fixed 

in the α-like conformation. Although the preferred conformation of glutamic acid is 

more β-like, the solvent cage is characteristic of that around an α-like conformation. In 

a supersaturated solution, the glutamic acid molecules presented similar interactions 

with the water molecules as for a single solute molecule. 

In Chapter 5, intermolecular interactions and molecular packing of glutamic acid 

molecules were investigated for supersaturated solutions of different concentrations. It 

was found that the starting configuration and concentration play an important role in the 

molecular packing arrangement. At a low supersaturation level, strong interactions are 

observed between the hydroxyl groups, and the molecules formed dimers. An indirect 

hydrogen bond, that includes a water molecule between two carbonyl oxygen atoms, 

was observed. At a higher supersaturation level, strong interactions between the amine 

groups were observed, and the molecules usually formed trimers. The highest level of 

supersaturation studied in this thesis enabled the observation of a hydrogen bond 

network linking up to seven glutamic acid molecules. The packing pattern of these 

solutions was also studied using three intermolecular distances to define clusters. They 

usually contained four molecules, but could reach up to 13 molecules. Clusters based on 
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the distance between the central carbon atoms are generally more numerous compared 

to clusters based on the distance between carbon atoms located at the end of the 

molecule due to the high frequency of molecules being in a parallel configuration. At a 

lower temperature, clusters take longer to form compared to a higher temperature due to 

decreased molecular diffusion. 

In Chapter 6, crystal slabs in contact with water were examined for the fastest growing 

face of each polymorph, and the behaviour of the interfacial glutamic acid and water 

molecules was studied. The molecules lying on the (101) and ( 101 ) surface of β crystal 

display a β-like conformation. The interfacial glutamic acid molecules on the α (111) 

surface sometimes display a β-like conformation, which suggests that β crystals could 

eventually grow from this surface. A force field capable of representing the energy 

minima of both the α and β conformations would be necessary to determine precisely 

the conformation of the interfacial molecules. The profile of the water and glutamic acid 

positions was determined using their density in a direction normal to the surface plane, 

which enabled the determination of the position and thickness of the interface. The 

positions of the glutamic acid and water atoms were also determined at the interface and 

hydrogen bonding between these atoms was determined. Molecules at the (101) and 

( 101 ) surfaces of the β crystal form a regular array at the surface plane, with each of 

the functional groups facing the water phase, forming steps of around 8Å. The α 

surfaces display an asymmetry between the α (111) and α ( 1 1 1 ) faces, with the 

former displaying molecules parallel to the surface plane. Looking at the level of mixing 

between the crystal and the water, all surfaces are considered hydrophilic, with the α 

(111) the most hydrophilic and β ( 101 ) the least hydrophilic. Strong hydrogen bonding 

occurs between the interfacial glutamic acid molecules and the water molecules. On the 

α (111) surface, the molecules are more rigid, and a proximity with the water on the 

fastest growing face of α crystals suggest that the roughening theory is the mechanism 

by which α crystals grow.   

The analysis of the molecular dynamics simulation of the different systems containing 

glutamic acid and water molecules provide important information on the behaviour of 

the molecules. This work provides increased understanding of the molecular mechanism 

of the polymorphic transformation of glutamic acid.  
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7.2 Future work 

Following the work of this thesis, more simulations can be done in order to complete 

the picture of the glutamic acid behaviour. Some suggestions can be found below.   

The AMBER force field did not perform well in reproducing conformations of glutamic 

acid molecules. The development of a better force field that provides two distinct 

energy minima, one for each of the conformations of the two polymorphic forms, would 

provide a much better representation of the glutamic acid molecule, and therefore the 

glutamic acid and water system. A force field that is capable of representing 

polymorphs is a challenge, as it should represent distinctively both polymorphs located 

in local energy minima (Davey et al., 1997) in the case of glutamic acid and it also 

should be capable of representing the effect of external parameters on the polymorphic 

transformation accurately, i.e. temperature. This kind of force field is unlikely to predict 

accurately all polymorphic compounds, so an optimisation of the force field parameters 

to a particular species is necessary. Such a force field should also reproduce the 

interactions with the solvent realistically. 

In order to determine the critical cluster size of glutamic acid, clusters of increasing size 

can be immersed in a water box to establish at what size the clusters do not dissolve. 

Once this size is determined, a similar simulation can be performed using the same 

water box and the same number of glutamic acid molecules as in the stable crystal, but 

placing the molecules in a random configuration and orientation. If the molecules form 

a cluster that does not dissolve, i.e. the crystal is stable, the critical cluster size is 

determined. This would also enable the observation of the structure and conformation of 

a stable glutamic acid cluster, but might require a large amount of computer time if the 

critical cluster size contains a large number of glutamic acid molecules.  

More surfaces of the α and β crystals should be investigated in contact with water. The 

(010) surface for the β crystal and the (001) face for the α crystal would be good 

choices as these are the biggest faces in each crystal and therefore important in the 

crystal growth behaviour of glutamic acid. The comparison with the surfaces studied in 

this work would provide a better understanding of the crystal growth mechanism. The 

calculation of the crystal-water interaction energy from the trajectory file would give an 

indication of the preferred faces on which the water molecules are more likely to 
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adsorb.  This can be achieved by separately calculating the energy of the crystal surface 

molecules and the water molecules (Hussain and Anwar, 1999). An indication of the 

motion of the water molecules as a function of the distance from the surface would 

indicate the level of interaction between the solvent and the surface. Measuring the 

orientation of the glutamic acid molecules would indicate if the interfacial molecules 

have moved from the starting configuration, and if the preferred orientation of the 

molecules is any different from the orientation taken by the molecules in the crystal 

bulk. Another simulations that should be performed in order to determine the level of 

hydrophilicity of each crystal surfaces, are simulations of the crystal interfaces using a 

fixed crystalline configuration of the glutamic acid molecules. This would enable the 

calculation of the average distance of the water molecules with respect to the crystal 

surface. 

To provide a compete understanding of the crystal growth and the polymorphic 

transformation of glutamic acid, simulations involving a saturated solution of glutamic 

acid in contact with a glutamic acid crystal surface would be necessary. The interactions 

between a solvated glutamic acid molecule and a crystal surface can be investigated as a 

function of the conformation of the solvated molecule. The behaviour and the 

attachment energy of that solvated molecule will provide information on the preferred 

location of the molecule from the surface. 

Finally, more accurate simulation techniques than the one used in this thesis are 

available, although requiring more computer power if it was to reproduce the same 

simulations. For example, quantum calculations of the set of charges using a range of 

conformations would improve the accuracy of the electrostatic contributions (Jorgensen 

and Tirado-Rives, 1988; Sagarik and Dokmaisrijan, 2005). Using a polarisable model, 

like density functional theory, would enable the simulation of the effect of pH, and a 

more realistic approach of the isoelectric forms of glutamic acid in solution could be 

achieved (Paxton and Harper, 2004; Degtyarenko et al., 2007).  

  


